OBJECTIVES: New oral Disease Modifying Treatments (DmTs) for Relapsing Remitting Multiple Sclerosis (RrMs) were recently introduced in the US. The objective of this study was to assess trends in adoption of oral DmTs among RRMS patients in the US. METHODS: A multi-center retrospective chart-review study of RRMS patients was conducted in the US in 4Q2011, 4Q2012, 2Q2013, and 4Q2013 to collect de-identified data on diagnosis, clinical status, and treatment patterns. Neurologists were screened for duration of practice (≥3yrs) and patient volume (≥15 MS patients/mo) and recruited from a large panel to be geographically representative. Abstracted from charts were current use of oral DmTs. RESULTS: 362 eligible RRMS patient charts were evaluated (4Q2011: 23%, 4Q2012: 25%, 2013: 25% & 4Q2013: 26%). Use of oral DmTs increased from 1Q2011: 7%, 2Q2012: 9%, 2Q2013: 21% & 4Q2013: 31%, use of injectable DmTs decreased (4Q2011: 82%, 4Q2012: 78%, 2013: 71% & 4Q2013: 60%), as did use of infusible DmTs (4Q2011: 10%, 2Q2012: 12%, 2Q2013: 7% & 4Q2013: 8%). Across timeframes, 61%, 27% & 12% of patients were on 1st-line, 2nd-line, and 3rd-line or subsequent treatment, respectively. Among 1st-line or subsequent patients, oral DmT use increased from 23% to 59%, use of injectable and infusible DmTs decreased from 34% to 16% and 37% to 25%, respectively. Among 2nd-line patients, oral DmT use increased from 46%, use of injectable and infusible DmTs decreased from 66% to 37% and 21% to 15%, respectively. Among 3rd-line patients, oral DmT use increased from 3% to 16%, use of injectable DmTs decreased from 96% to 83% and use of infusible DmTs remained at 1-2%. CONCLUSIONS: Oral DmT use increased between 4Q2011-4Q2013, predominantly in 2nd or subsequent lines. The impact of this observed pattern of reserving new treatment options for later lines warrants further study of generic substitution (GS).
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OBJECTIVES: Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG) like financing method was introduced in Hungary in 1993. In addition to DRG based reimbursement, an degressive upper ceiling (financial cap) was introduced for hospital reimbursement. The aim of our study was to analyze the effects of progressive financing method on the Hungarian DRG-based hospital financing. METHODS: The data in our analysis were derived from the nationwide administrative dataset of the National Health Insurance Fund Administration (OEP), the only health care financing agency. We examined the period between 2011 and 2013. In 2011 and 2012 hospital activity over financial cap was reimbursed up to 104% by 25% of contacted organizations answered to these questions. In general, the participation efforts extend from qualitative survey of patients’ needs up to the science-based documentaries of quantitative patient preferences. The review and the survey of the literature show that usually three mechanisms are used to involve the public in decision-making bodies: membership of at least one patient representative (e.g., Australia, France, Germany), presentation of oral/written comments from patients (e.g., Australia, The Netherlands, Great Britain) and the possibility to check the HTA-reports and the corresponding draft recommendations before publication (e.g., France, Germany, Great Britain, New Zealand, USA). CONCLUSIONS: The role of the patients or citizens seems to be limited to an informal or ad-hoc basis and is mostly restricted to the institutional contacts. In order to achieve a patient-centered health technology assessment two ways to sharing information are relevant: the public needs information on medical and health policy/economic issues and decision-maker need information on the patient perspective.
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